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PREFACE

ms book was designed to assast third year students in prepanng for ther

graduation and higher education There are seven lessons in this book which

cover some mayor fields in chenustry including inorganic chenustry and orgamc

chenustry, analysis chemistry, green chemistry and so forth. Each lesson covers

fanultar chenustry and environment related issues which students have learnt in

previous semesters, followed by a wide range of chemical technical vocabulanes

so that students can leam ways the words are used in technical contexts. This

book also introduces bas1C reading skills like skimming, scanning, using context

and so forth which students can apply when reading chemistry and environment

related articles and science research. The question system in each lesson

provides more related information about the topic as well as reminds students

about some basic grammatical rules which they have learnt.
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UNIT 1

Teacher's Note:

Tins lesson touches on the basic understanding about chemical elements,

substances as "ell as the periodic table. The language focus is on the active

and passise voice of different usages. Students will be familiar with a wide

range of connectors that help to make similarity, difference, explanation or

deduction possible.

READING PASSAGE

Copper (Cu), sodium chloride (NaCl) and hydrogen (H2) are substances.

Some substances are elements and some substances are compounds. Element

has only one type of atom whereas compounds have more than one type.

Copper is an element: It has only one type of atom (i.e. only copper

atoms). Oxygen has one type of oxygen atom, so it is also an element.

Sodium chloride has two different types of atom (sodium and chlorine), so

it is a compound. Water is also a compound.

Substances can be divided into elementary substances and compounds on

the basis of the chemical changes they are involved in. Compounds decompose

into other substances, elementary substances do not (not in a chenucal change),

Likewise, compounds can be made by combination of other substances,

elementary substances cannot. Compounds ultimately decompose into, and can

be made from, elementary substance.

Sources:

Jeremy Comfort. Steve Hick and Allan Savage, Adapted from the text in

Basic Technical English. Oxford University Press 1982,

Peter G Nelson, Chemistry Education Research and Practice, 2006.

288-289.


